ABSTRACT. We obtain estimates of the mean F2(t) = C-,f (l-\y\2)y(x-ty)dy J\y\<i in mixed Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces. They generalize earlier estimates of the spherical mean F% (t) = C fon-i Kx ~ ^V) dS(y) and of solutions of the wave equation Axu = d2u/dt2.
F2(t) = C-,f (l-\y\2)y(x-ty)dy J\y\<i in mixed Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces. They generalize earlier estimates of the spherical mean F% (t) = C fon-i Kx ~ ^V) dS(y) and of solutions of the wave equation Axu = d2u/dt2.
Introduction. For / G Co°(Rn) and 7 > -1 we define the mean 1(1+7) J\y\<l x E Rn, t E R. T is the gamma function. A computation of the Fourier transform of F~i(t) gives (see [SWe, p. 171]) F^(t) = f e-***F2(t) dx = m^tOfc), J Rn where the multiplier "h(0 = i€r*-vt+1(iei).
Ja+1 is the Bessel function of order ^ + 7. (For more details about Bessel functions consult [E or W] .) But since the multiplier m1 is well-defined for all complex 7, we can extend the mean F1 to these 7's. The same letter C will be used to denote various constants, not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
For some values of 7 the mean F~* has a special meaning. If 7 = 0, then F°(t) = cf f(x-ty)dy = -£-[ f(y)dy J\y\<l \B(X,t)\ JB (x,t) the mean of / over the ball B(x, t) of radius t with its centre in x.
If 7 = -1, then F~1(t) = cf f(x-ty)dS(y)
JS"~l the mean of / over the sphere of radius t with its centre in x. dS is the normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere 5"_1. In this case the multiplier is given by m_n^(tf) = |tf|-i J4(|te|) = G>n*|e|)/*|£|.
If 7 = -r4^'' *hen u(:r, t) = C£Fz 2 (£) solves the wave equation with Cauchy data u(x,0) = f(x), ^(z,0)=0.
The multiplier is then m_n+i(t£) = \tt\$J_i(\t£\) =Ccosr.|£|. Estimates of spherical means which are related to the results in this paper can be found in [B1- B3, OB, PS, St2, STW, SWa and Str] . Related results of regularity properties of the solution of the wave equation are found in [Ma, Mi, Pr, Ss, St2 and Str] . [Sj2] also contains an application to convergence of Fourier integrals.
Preliminaries.
Let Co°(R\ {0}) be the functions in C°°(R) with compact support in R\ {0}.
The operator Ja is defined by the relation (Jatp)~(s) = (l + s2)a/2<p(s), and the norm in the Bessel potential space =S^P(R) is defined by ||£>||j^j> = ||Ja£>||p, 1 < p < oo. Cf. [Stl] . 5?l(R\{0}) is the closure of Cf?(R\ {0}) in the norm || \\#2. is an integer. Properties of the spaces Jz?2?(R\ {0}) and .S^2(R\ {0}) can be found in [LM] . BMO(R) If (vii) jripf < P < 2 and 8 = % + 7, Men (4) (/Rn ib^n^ dXy < cM^uy,.
It is not possible to take q > -(4 +7)_1 m (2). The BMO-norm in (3) cannot be replaced by a Lipschitz-norm and (4) is no longer true if 8 > p-+ 7.
REMARK 2. For -1 < 7 < 0, set /(X) = JN-(log i^)"1, ifo<N<|
Then / G L*(R"), but F^(\x\) = oo. This shows that the BMO-norm in (3) is not replaceable by the sup-norm. Ifp>l,7>-1 and <p E Cq°(R \ {0}), then (l)-(4) is valid for / G Lp(Rn). (The case 7 = -1 is contained in [Sj2] .) The details are carried out at the end of the proof of Corollary 1. THEOREM 2. Assume that n > 2, <p G Cyf(R\ {0}) and f E Cyf(Rn). If (viii) -afi < 7 < -1, (ix) a=i < p < 2, p < r < p', and (x) 0 < a< ^+7+1 (or(ix') 2<p< -2=1 = (a=i)', r = p, and (x1) 0<a< a^+7 + 1), then (5) (J^mr3ste)T <cv\\nr 7/7 satisfies (viii) and is equal to an integer or is such that ^±1 +^ {s equal to an integer, then the conclusion still holds, if r = p > 1 and if < is replaced by < in (ix), (x), (ix') and (x').
REMARK 3. We conjecture that Theorem 2 is still true if we also allow p = a=l in (ix) and equality in (x) and (x'), since the conclusion holds for the endpoints 7 = -1 and 7 = -^±1 and for some values in between.
COROLLARY 2. Let n > 2, tp E C$°(R\{0}), / G C0°°(Rn) and -=±= < 7 < -1.
REMARK 4. Here we also have the corresponding better estimates when 7 or a±i + 7 are integers. A combination of the methods and results of this paper with the estimates of F£(l) given by Strichartz [Str] should give more mixed norm estimates.
COROLLARY 3. Let <pE Cyf(R). Then it is possible to replace <p(t) by £>(£)N') in (5)-(8), if n « > -7 + 7, P< 2, r or n-2 r, > -+7+1, P> 2. P License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use REMARK 5. Corollary 3 is contained in [Sj4, Theorem 4] in the case 7 = -1 and p < 2, where it is also shown that the value a. -1 is best possible.
EXAMPLES. The estimate (3), for n = 2, 7 = -1, can be seen as an endpoint result of Theorem 2 in [St2] and Theorem 1 in [B3] .
Let p =! 1 and 7 = -5. Then it is easy to see that the 7/1-norm in (1) 3. Proofs. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We start with the case where a = 0 and prove a somewhat better estimate than (1). Let <p E C$°(R\{0}), f E Cyf (Rn) C\Hp(Rn) and 7 = k + ip -a±l, where A; is a nonnegative integer and p E R. With Fubini's theorem and Plancherel's identity we obtain (jjvm\^)"
The next step is to invoke the asymptotic estimate of Bessel functions for large arguments, i.e.
J-i+k+i/r)\<Ckr-h2*M,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where r > 0, k E N = {0,1,...}. See [W, pp. 217-218] or [Bo] . So (9) can be majorized by = cke2^\ (|r \<p(t)rk\7 dt^2 ^ |/(oierf d^j2.
Now we make use of the assumption that ip^ (0) = 0 and Hardy's inequality, to see that (j \<p(t)rk\2 dt\2 <ck(J \<p'(t)rk+l\2 dt)2 <... < ck (J \rO{k)(t)\2 dt\2 < CuWvWs*.
See [T, p. 262] . This gives (/RJbG2||2dzy <c|M|^2||/||2, for -2±i + A; < 7 < -2±i + fc + 1, /? = ^±1 + 7 and fc G N, or equivalently (11) (^Jb^H^dx)2 <C|M|^3||/|-|^||2, for 7 > -rL^L and /3 = rL2^-+ 7. This is the improved inequality in the case a = 0. We now consider the case a = (3, i.e. p = 2 in (iv). Let £>, / and 7 be as in the proof of the case a = 0 and set Dl = Jp. In this proof we use the following LEMMA 1. J/veC,leN,r>0 and 3h> >l -\, then ]rlDl(r-"Ju(r))\ < Ce8*1**'1.
C depends only on fRv and I.
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We postpone the proof of the lemma.
The L2(Jf?£) norm of <pF~<, 7 = k + ip -a±i, is split into two L2 norms.
(/Rn II^ILi? dxy <C [j \\<pF2\$dx} 2 + (^ \\Dk(<pFl)Y\\dx^ 2
The first one is easily estimated (/ = 0 in the lemma).
[f \\<pFg\\ldx)2 = c[ff
Set B(r) = r~%~~lJn+1(r) and estimate the second term again by Hardy's inequality. [BL, pp. 107 and 153] . This proves the theorem in the case a = /3.
We end up by interpolating between (11) and (12) with the following result.
(/Rn n*>*2ife dXy < c\\tp\\^\\f\ ■ r%, where 0 < a < 0. But from the boundedness of fractional integrals on IP spaces and its extension to Hp spaces we also get that
See [BL, p. 168 or P, p. 50] . o Hardy's inequality carries over from Cq°(R \ {0}) to -S^R \ {0}) if the derivatives are to be understood in the weak sense. Consequently, the proof for <p E C0X>(R \ {0}) holds also for <p G ^\(R \ {0}). We continue with the proof of the identity ^2(R \ {0}) = ^2(R), 0 < 0 < \. O _ It is enough to show the identity £?20(R \ {0}) = =2^2(R), since ^2(R \ {0}) = S?20(R \ {0}) HO<0<\ (see [LM, p. 64] ).
O Take a <p in J?^(R\{0}) and let {^}i° be a sequence in Co°(R\{0}) converging to <p. Extending the sequence to the whole real line by <fi(0) = 0, for all i, we obtain o a sequence in C^R) that converges to tp. Thus S?20(R \ {0}) C -2^2(R). Now take a tp in ^2(R) and a sequence {'Pi}f> in Co°(R) such that Hv? -'PiWjf2 -► 0, n -► oo. From this sequence we shall construct another one in C0X(R), with supports in R \ {0} and converging to tp thus showing that J?2(R)c£20(R\{O}).
Let ip(t) E Cyf(R) be equal to 0, if ]t\ < \, and equal to 1, if |e| > 1. For given e > 0, choose i such that 1/i < e and ]\<p -<Pi\\^^ < e/2. We claim that it is possible to choose, for each i, an R = R(i) > 1 such that \\<Pi ~ <Pi1pR(i) IL# < Yi'
Here ipR(t) = ip(Rt). Then {'PiipR(i)}<y° is the desired sequence, because \\<P ~ <Pi^R(i)]W* < \\<P ~ &%]]%■* + \\<Pi ~ fi1pR{i) \W* < 2 + ^ < £'
Now to the proof of the claim. For 0 = 1 we estimate the norm ]\<Pi ~ <P%iI)r\\2>* = \\<Pi(l -^jOlb?
<||p<(l-^*)||a+ 11(^(1-^*))'Ha = \\<Pi(l ~ Mb + 11^(1 -1>rY + Pj(l -Mh < IbiHoolll -iM|a + lbi||oo||(l -^«)'||a + lbilloo||l -iMIa
A dilation gives that lb, -wprWs* < (Halloo + IMIoo)(Jr*2||i -<p\\2 + Ri||(i -^)'||2).
<«*2(||<0<||oo + ||pJ||oo)||l-^IL2?.
if we choose R > 1. Setting rpy = 1 -tp this can be rewritten as (13) and (14) yields (15) l|^i(*-)lby < ^-^(H^Hoo + IIVilUlliMbySince 0 < 0 < \ it is possible to choose R > 1 so that the right-hand side of (15) becomes less than ir. it We finish the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that it is impossible to have a > £ + i+7hi(l).
Take a fixed a > 1. Set T?f(x) = F£(t) and ga(x) = g(ax). Computing the [ y^(R\{0}), otherwise.
See [LM, p. 66] . Thus J^R \ {0}) C -S^2(R \ {0}) and we get that
Summing up the estimates gives in (1), we used that ll^all^ >Ca-i+a.
Here C is independent of a. In the same way it is easy to see that (2), (3) and (4) can not be improved using Next we prove the extension of / to Lp(Rn) ifp>l,7>-1 and tp E Co°°(R\{0}).
Assume that supp tp c (0, oo) and / G Lp(Rn). Let {/fc}i° be a sequence of functions in Co°(Rn) converging to / in Lp(Rn), as fc -► oo, and let F^k(t) be License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
the mean of fk-Estimating the Fourier transform of <p(t)(F£(t) -F^k(t)) in thê -variable gives \(<p(F2 -F2<k)T(s)] = I / e-^tp(t)(Ff](t) -Ff]ik(t))dt
Jf™ e-lsttp(t) j (f(x-ty)-fk(x-ty))(l-]y]2)\dydt \J0 JRn Iroo rl r / e~lsttp(t) / (f-fk)(x-try')(l-r2rdS(y')rn-1drdt Jo Jo Js"-1 = \f rn-l(l-r2)i f (f -fk)(x -ry)e-isMtp(\y\)\yf-n dydr . This also applies to tp such that suppip c (-oo,0), and therefore all tp E Cq°(R \ {0}) by splitting the support in two. □ PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The proof is divided into two parts. In the first one we prove (5) in the case a = 0. The second part contains an interpolation argument, where the result proved in the first part is interpolated with the L2 case of Theorem 1.
Assume that <p E Cox(R\{0})
and / G C §°(R") nHp(Rn). Consider the mean for 7 = -1 + e + ip, 0 < e < 1, p E R. The operator F^l) is of "admissible" growth, so we can perform the complex interpolation of Stein (see [SWe, p. 205] ) to get the following: 
Changing variable s = Q in the second integral makes it equal to f (l-\s\y~1 -Mds < 4 [\i -sy-1 ds = -.
Summing up we see that the kernel is bounded if tp E C0X>(R\ {0}). We now use an extended version of Stein's interpolation theorem for a complex family of operators (see [BP, p. 313] Here ^L±2£ = p0 < p < 2, a = a=l + 7 + 1 + £(1 _ 3.) and 0 = a.
Using the same argument we can interpolate between (20) with p such that P' = p^r = ^^ < 00 and (21) to obtain (22) with 2 < p < p0 = -^+j±f,
We now continue with the interpolation of (18), p = ^+~"+2/, and (21). This yields 1 (23) (f llv^lllp dx) " < C^H/llp for n+ffi/ < P < 2 and a = ^1-+ 7 + 1 + e(l -|). Another application of the above type of Riesz-Thorin's interpolation theorem, now applied to (22) and (23), gives (f \\pF2\\r<ad*y <cAf\\v Here *=1±2* < p < 2, p < r < p' and a = ^ + 7 + 1 + e(l -|) (7 fixed). But since the spaces Jz?p(R) decrease when a increases, the conclusion still holds if we allow0<a<
EpT1+7+l + e(l-|) (orO<Q< 2=i+7 + l+£(l-^r)ifp>2).
So, for an arbitrary p such that ^+^ < p < 2 and 0 < a < ^^r-+ 7 + 1 we choose a small positive e so that a=I < n=A±M < p < 2 and a < a=I + 7 + 1 + e(l -|) < a^-+ 7 + 1. The same thing is done for 2 < p < ~a=l and 0 < a < a=I + 7 + 1.
This proves (5) under the conditions (viii), (ix) and (x) (or (viii), (ix') and (x')). We now prove (5) under the assumption that a < 2^+7 + 1 and the restriction r = p and 7 an integer.
Let M(A, B) be the class of multipliers that give bounded operators from A to B, and set Mp = M(LP,LP).
The estimate ||/ * dS||i < C||/||i is easy, since the convolution with a finite measure is bounded in L^R"). This shows that the corresponding multiplier mm) = (dS)(t) = C|e|^ + 1 Jf-i(lel) G My. Now a computation (see [Pr and E, Volume 2, p. 11] ) of the derivative of the multiplier gives ;,.,..,-,.,".,. (£,,," ), where r = |£| and Ri are the Riesz transforms, defined by (Rif)(£) = &/(£), i = l,... , n. So the new operator looks as follows:
The convolution of a function with the measure XidS(x) is bounded on L1(Rn), since it is finite. The Riesz transforms are bounded on H1(Rn) (see [Stl, p. 232] ).
Thus the operator £"=1((i?i/) * (xidS(x)) from ff^R") to L1(Rn) is bounded, or equivalently Ifl"*"1"1 J$(|£|) GM(r71,L1).
LEMMA 2. Assume that ~a±i < 7 < -1, p(7) = a=i and 0 < A < a±i + 7-// ier*-vf+7(iei)6MPh)1 ieiAier^^t+,(iei)eMp(7_A).
Assume for a moment the truth of this lemma. We use induction to prove our assertion. The induction hypothesis is (24) r-t+i+*Jt_1.fc(r), r-* + 1+fcJt_fc(r) G Mp(_fc_x), where fc = 1, 2, ..., m -1 and m < a±i. We shall show that (24) by the assumption and this together with the lemma gives r ■ r-t + *+(-U J"_x_(TO_2)(r) G Mp(_m_1}.
Therefore, r"» + 1+mJf_1_m(r) G Mp(_m_1). Consider now r-f+1+mJf_m(r) = r r_t+1+(m_1)j^_i_^_i)(r)
But according to the assumption r-t+l+(m-l)j"_1_(m_l)(r)eMp (_rn) and a multiplication with r puts the multiplier in the class Mp(_m_i) by the lemma.
Thus (24) is true for fc = m. This proves the induction step. To conclude the starting point fc = 1, we observe that it follows from the fact that (25) r-%+1J%-y(r)eMy and r"*+1 Jf (r) G M(/71,L1).
Applying the above argument and the inclusions Mp(_i) = My C M(i71,L1) C Mp(_2). (25) can be interpreted as step fc = 0. But the assumption (24) implies that ||F^l) ||p < C||/||p, for integral 7. By the same homogeneity argument as before one easily sees that ||^(0||p<C||/||p, p = p(7), with C independent of t, and as a consequence, for r = p,
[j^tpF^dxy = [j^nF^midiy <ciiHipii/nP.
Thus (5) follows from the above mentioned interpolation with (1) (a = 0). We next assume that a < a=l + -y + 1; r = p and ^^ + 7 is equal to an integer. For such 7's Jn.+1 becomes a "spherical" Bessel function and the remainder term in its asymptotic expansion vanishes (see [E, Volume 2, p. 78] 
Let 4> be a cut-off function in C0X>(R) such that 0(|£|) = 1 for |f | < 1 and </>(|£|) = 0 for |f | > 2. Then 0(iei)ier^^f+^(iei)eMp, P>i, since |f|-$-tj § +7(|£|) is C°° and bounded for small cf if 7 > ~a±i. It will be enough to find an estimate for the first term (l-<p(|f|)) (c0e^^ +d0e_t^l) |£|~"2 ~n in (i-0(iei))ierf-^f+,(iei) = (1 -<A(lel)) (c0e*l€l + doe-^l) ler2^"7
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since the others decay faster, fc is a number depending on ^ + 7 only. But such an estimate falls under the scope of Theorem 1 in [Mi] and as a consequence we get that the first term belongs to M(HP, Hp) if (n~1} p-2 ~-+T his means that ||F^(1)||P < C||/||p, 1 < p < 00, if -a±i < 7 < -1 and a=I < p < 2 (or a=i < pi < 2). ||F_1(l)||i < C||/||i is contained in the above case where 7 is an integer. From this we obtain, as before, (5) For q ~ p ~ a and l<P<9<°°we have the embedding =S^P(R) C Lq(R). See [BL, p. 153] . So for 7, p and a satisfying (vii), (ix) and (x) this becomes true
which is (xi). If p and a satisfy (ix') and (x') instead of (ix) and (x), q is then forced to satisfy
This is (xi') and proves that (xi) or (xi') is sufficient for (6).
If a = }-and 1 < p < 00, the space =2^P(R) embeds continuously in BMO(R). See [Stl, p. 164] . This substitutes the endpoint q = 00 in the previous case, and by the same reasons (7) is true if
which is contained in (xii) and (xii').
In the proof of (8) we need the following embedding ^fp (R) C Ag (R), a = -)■ + 8, 1 < p < 00, 6 > 0, which can be obtained from the chain of embeddingŝ l+6 C A? C Ap~fi C A?°° = As, p < 2, . n + 7 ^+7-^-7-1 i±i^_/n x^+7+1 n-l ^±i+7 2(1-1) V2 V n±i+7
"+V 2l n-l) =±1+1 2(1-1)
, n + 7(n-l)(|- + -1 + n + 27 +-1 +-1-1 r\ n-1 n-1J n-l n-1 Tnn + 27 + 1 . . n + 7" = r? +-^-(n + 27+l--± n + 27 + 1 |_ r n-l v ' n-l n , . n = r? +-(n + 7) = 77 ---7.
Which is positive if n > p-+ 7.
For p > 2 we repeat the argument for (22) (9 = 92), but now putting p0 = -jrr 
